Abstract. We prove that the smooth solutions to the Cauchy problem for the three-dimensional compressible barotropic magnetohydrodynamic equations with conserved total mass and finite total energy lose the initial smoothness within a finite time. Further, we show that the same result holds for the solution to the Cauchy problem for the multidimensional compressible NavierStokes system. Moreover, for the solution with a finite momentum of inertia we get the two-sided estimates of different components of total energy.
The finite time blow up result
The set of equations which describe compressible viscous magnetohydrodynamics are a combination of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics and Maxwells equations of electromagnetism. We consider the system of partial differential equations for the three-dimensional viscous compressible magnetohydrodynamic flows in the Eulerian coordinates [1] for barotropic case:
∂ t ρ + div x (ρu) = 0, (1.1)
2)
3) where ρ, u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), p, H = (H 1 , H 2 , H 3 ), denote the density, velocity, pressure and magnetic field. We denote Div and div the divergency of tensor and vector, respectively. Here T is the stress tensor given by the Newton law 4) where the constants µ and λ are the coefficient of viscosity and the second coefficient of viscosity, ν ≥ 0 is the coefficient of diffusion of the magnetic field. We assume that µ > 0, λ + Here A > 0, γ > 1 are constants. Although the electric field E does not appear in the MHD system (1.1)-(1.3), it is indeed induced according to the relation
by the moving conductive flow in the magnetic field.
The MGD system (1.1) -(1.5) is supplemented with the initial data
The local in time existence to the above Cauchy problem for the density separated from zero follows from [3] , however the results on global solvability are very scanty. For example, even for the one-dimensional case, the global existence of classical solutions to the full perfect MHD equations with large data remains unsolved (the smooth global solution near the constant state in one-dimensional case is investigated in [2] ). The existence of global weak solutions was proved recently [4] (see also [5] for references).
The system (1.1)-(1.3) is the differential form of balance laws for the material volume Ω(t); it expresses conservation of mass
ρu dx, and balance of total energy
Here E k (t), E m (t) and E i (t) are the kinetic, magnetic and internal components of energy, respectively. If we regard Ω(t) = R 3 , the conservation of mass, momentum and non-increasing of total energy takes place provided the components of solution decrease at infinity sufficiently quickly.
Our main result is the following: If H ≡ 0, we get the barotropic system of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. We can consider it in any space dimensions without physical restriction n = 3. In this case the viscosity coefficients should satisfy the inequalities µ > 0, λ + 2 n µ > 0. The following theorem is an extension of the result of [6] to the larger class of solutions. The next lemma is proved in [6] for both barotropic and non-barotropic cases.
. If |P | = 0, then there exists a positive constant K such that for the solutions with conserved mass and finite total energy the following inequality holds:
(1.7)
In the dimension n = 3 it has the form: 
(1.8)
Proof of Lemma 1.4 First of all we use the Hölder inequality to get
Further, using the Jensen inequality we have for
Thus, the latter inequality and (1.9) give
with the positive constant K 1 that depends on γ and m. Further, we take into account the inequality
where the constant K 2 > 0 depends on n, n ≥ 3. The latter inequality holds for u ∈ H 1 (R n ) ( [7] , p.22) and follows from the Sobolev embedding. Thus, the lemma statement follows from (1.10), (1.11), with the constant
.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us note that the total energy E satisfies the inequality
with some positive constant σ, therefore E(t) ≤ E(0). From (1.8) we have 
Estimates of energy for solutions with finite moment of inertia
In this section we are going to obtain more specified estimate for the decay rate of total energy for more restricted classes of solutions.
Let us introduce the functionals
where the first one is the momentum of inertia, the inner product of vectors is denoted as (., .) . Taking into account the general Stokes formula one can readily calculate that for classical compactly supported solution to (1.1)-(1.5) the following identities hold:
In fact, formulas are obtained in [8] for gas dynamics equations with finite moment of inertia (not especially compactly supported). However, evidently that (2.1), (2.2) are satisfied for solutions decaying at infinity sufficiently quickly together with their derivatives. One can impose a special rate of decay on the solution and then prove (2.1), (2.2) as a lemma (as in [6] ). The alternative way is to take (2.1), (2.2) as a definition of the rate of decay.
Definition 2.1. We will call a solution (ρ, u, H) to the Cauchy problem (1.1) -(1.5), (1.6) highly decreasing at infinity, if ρ(t, x) ≥ 0 and the identities (2.1), (2.2) hold.
Evidently, the integrals of mass, momentum and total energy are finite for highly decreasing at infinity solutions at any fixed moment of time.
We firstly get two-sided estimates of G(t).
Lemma 2.2. For classical highly decreasing at infinity solution to (1.1) -(1.5) the following estimates hold:
if γ ≤
Proof of Lemma 2.2 Let us note that (1.12) implies E(t) ≤ E(0). Identities (2.1) and (2.2) imply for γ ≤ 
(2.6) Inequality (2.5) and (2.6) result in the right-hand sides in (2.3) and (2.4).
Further, since
(that follows from the Hölder inequality), E i (t) and E m (t) are nonnegative, then from (2.1), (2.2) we obtain
Thus, the left-hand sides estimates in (2.5) and (2.6) are obtained. Lemma 2.2 is proved. The next step is two-sides estimate of
Lemma 2.3. If P = 0, then for highly decreasing at infinity classical solutions to (1.1) -(1.5) for sufficiently large t the following estimates hold: , and
Proof of Lemma 2.3
The lower estimate is due to [8] . For an arbitrary dimension of space it follows from the inequality
Thus the constant
The method of the upper estimate of E i (t)+E m (t) is also similar to [8] . Namely, let us consider the function Q(t) = 4G(t)E(t) − F 2 (t). The Hölder inequality gives
4G(t) and
We notice also that Q(t) > 0 provided the pressure does not equal to zero identically. Then taking into account (2.1), (2.2) and (1.12) we have
Since P = 0, inequality (2.7) guarantees the positivity of G ′ (t) for sufficiently large t, then for γ ≤ 
and for γ > 
14)
whereas for γ > 4 3 inequality (2.13) results in . In both cases this contradicts to the non-negativity of E(t). However, the decay of total energy in the case of highly decreasing solutions is greater that follows from inequality (1.13).
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